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Abstract 

 Cannabis is among the most widely used psychoactive substances in the United States, 

and rates of cannabis use and cannabis-related problems are increasing. Anxiety sensitivity, or 

the fear of aversive interoceptive sensations, may be relevant to better understanding cannabis 

use problems and other significant cannabis use processes (e.g., beliefs about quitting). Previous 

research has primarily focused on the global anxiety sensitivity construct; however, anxiety 

sensitivity lower-order facets (Cognitive Concerns, Physical Concerns, and Social Concerns) 

tend to be differentially related to substance use processes in non-cannabis specific studies. The 

current study therefore explored anxiety sensitivity lower-order facets in relation to cannabis use 

problems, perceived barriers for cannabis cessation, and abstinence phobia (fear of not using 

cannabis) among a community sample of 203 cannabis-using adults. Results indicated that 

anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns were significantly associated with each of the dependent 

measures and these effects were not explained by shared variance with the other lower-order 

factors or a range of other covariates (e.g., tobacco use). The present findings suggest future 

work may benefit from focusing on the role of anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns in the 

maintenance of cannabis use.  
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Anxiety Sensitivity and Cannabis Use Problems, Perceived Barriers for Quitting,  

and Fear of Quitting 

1. Introduction 

For decades, cannabis has been among the most widely used substances in the United 

States (U.S.) and worldwide (Johnston et al., 2013). Recent estimates suggest that past-year 

cannabis use in the U.S. may be greater than 13% of adults (Grucza et al., 2016) and rates of 

past-year cannabis use disorder are almost 3% of the general population (Hasin et al., 2016). 

Moreover, the prevalence of cannabis use (Compton and Baler, 2016) and the prevalence of 

cannabis use disorder in the U.S. has significantly increased over the past two decades (Hasin et 

al., 2015). Frequent cannabis use has been related to several adverse consequences, including 

physical health complaints and problems (e.g., respiratory symptoms and disease; Volkow et al., 

2014), cognitive dysfunction (e.g., memory impairment; Solowij et al., 2002), and mental health 

problems (Lev-Ran et al., 2013).  

Due partially to the observation that elevated psychiatric symptoms are frequently 

comorbid among persons with cannabis use disorder (e.g., Budney et al., 1998; Metrik et al., 

2016; Stephens et al., 1993), studies have been conducted to ascertain whether psychological 

vulnerabilities may be relevant to better understanding cannabis use processes. Anxiety 

sensitivity, the fear of anxiety and related aversive internal sensations (Bernstein and Zvolensky, 

2007; McNally, 2002), is one such vulnerability. Anxiety sensitivity is a relative stable cognitive 

predisposition that arises from genetic and social learning factors (Taylor, 1999). Theoretically 

and empirically, anxiety sensitivity is unique from, and demonstrates incremental validity 

relative to, trait anxiety (Rapee and Medoro, 1994) and neuroticism (Zvolensky et al., 2003). 

There is a global anxiety sensitivity construct with three lower-order factors (Zinbarg et al., 

1997). The three lower-order factors index fears of adverse physical outcomes (Physical 
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Concerns; i.e., “I fear having a heart attack when my heart rate increases”), fears of cognitive 

dyscontrol (Cognitive Concerns; i.e., “I worry about losing control of my mind”), and fears of 

the public display of anxiety symptoms (Social Concerns; i.e., “I worry about what people think 

of me when my stomach growls in public”). Furthermore, these lower-order anxiety sensitivity 

factors differentially predict clinical outcomes, and therefore, may represent different 

psychological mechanisms for certain types of behavioral health problems (e.g., Eifert et al., 

1999). These findings broadly suggest that the higher the level of correspondence between the 

particular anxiety sensitivity domain and events/experiences that closely match that fear, the 

more accurate the explanatory model (Schmidt, 1999).  

Available studies suggest that greater global levels of anxiety sensitivity are associated 

with more severe cannabis withdrawal symptoms (Bonn-Miller et al., 2007), craving (Buckner et 

al., 2011), coping motives (Mitchell et al., 2007; Zvolensky et al., 2009), and more severe 

cannabis use problems (Johnson et al., 2010; Paulus et al., 2017). Although available work 

suggests anxiety sensitivity as a global construct is associated with several clinically significant 

aspects of cannabis use, there is limited information on how the lower-order facets of this 

construct relate to cannabis use processes. One study found that anxiety sensitivity Cognitive 

Concerns were related to retrospectively reported cannabis withdrawal severity among a sample 

of young White adult cannabis users (Bonn-Miller et al., 2007). In a separate study, only anxiety 

sensitivity Cognitive Concerns interacted with state craving to predict cannabis use among a 

small sample of cannabis users (Buckner et al., 2011). Such cannabis-specific work is in line 

with non-cannabis substance use research that has found anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns 

are related to alcohol use problems and expectancies for tension reduction (Harwell et al., 2011; 

Koven et al., 2005).  
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This body of work, although limited in size, suggests anxiety sensitivity Cognitive 

Concerns may be especially relevant to cannabis use, perhaps because cannabis use among 

regular users of the drug offers a means to regulate cognitive-affective processes (Bonn-Miller et 

al., 2007). That is, anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns, indicative of fears of mental 

incapacitation or losing control of mental processes, may be especially relevant to using cannabis 

to cope with adverse mental life stressors (e.g., managing occupational or educational demands, 

relationship problems or challenges, financial stress). Indeed, anxiety sensitivity Cognitive 

Concerns is related to perseverative thinking, such as worry (Rector et al., 2007). This lower-

order facet of anxiety sensitivity, relative to the others, may therefore promote beliefs that stress-

related thoughts are dangerous (e.g., “I have lost control of my thoughts) or threatening (e.g., “I 

am losing my mind”). Cognitive models of psychopathology posit such negative metacognitive 

beliefs promote problems regulating emotions, thereby exacerbating threat perceptions (Wells, 

2009). For cannabis users with higher anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns, such increased 

threat perceptions, and perhaps corresponding emotion regulatory problems (Paulus et al., in 

press), should contribute to more problematic patterns of cannabis use, worries about quitting 

because a major (cannabis) coping strategy is lost, and fears of not using (e.g., worries about 

tolerating withdrawal). For example, a cannabis user who thinks they are losing control of their 

mind may be more likely to engage in cannabis use to help modulate such aversive thinking 

(Buckner et al., 2017; Buckner et al., 2018). 

Although promising, past work focused on anxiety sensitivity lower-order facets and 

cannabis use is presently limited in overall scope. There is a clear need to replicate and extend 

such work to larger cannabis using samples, including those that reflect a more 

racially/ethnically diverse population. Moreover, past work has not addressed if associations 
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between anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns are explained by shared variance of the other 

lower-order facets and other variables related to more severe cannabis use problems (e.g., 

concurrent substance use, negative affectivity). Beyond cannabis use problems, there also is a 

need to explore whether anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns maintains clinically significant 

relations with other affect-related cannabis use processes, such as perceived barriers for cannabis 

cessation (i.e., perceptions of quitting as more personally difficult; Zvolensky et al., 2018) and 

fears of quitting (i.e., typically labeled as 'abstinence phobia' in the literature; Milby et al., 1987). 

Both of these constructs are related to severity of substance use problems and other clinically 

significant substance-related problems (e.g., more problems when quitting, more severe 

substance use problems; Milby et al., 1987; Zvolensky et al., 2018).  

The purpose of the present cross-sectional study was to test whether anxiety sensitivity 

Cognitive Concerns would be relatively more strongly (i.e., greater association) related to 

cannabis use problems, perceived barriers for quitting cannabis, and cannabis-specific fear of 

quitting among a community-recruited cannabis using adult sample. Specifically, we expected 

that the anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns relation to the cannabis variables would not be 

explained by the shared variance with the other two anxiety sensitivity lower-order factors 

(Physical Concerns and Social Concerns) or the variance accounted for by gender, years of 

cannabis use, number of cigarettes per day, alcohol use problems, and negative affectivity.  

2. Method 

2.1 Participants 

Participants were eligible if they were between the ages 18–65, reported daily cannabis 

use (defined as smoking at least 25 days a month for the past 6 months), and reported at least two 

previous self-defined cannabis quit attempts, with one of the attempts occurring in the past year. 
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Exclusion criteria included current suicidal or homicidal ideation, expressed limited mental 

competency (not oriented to person, place, or time), inability to give informed, voluntary, written 

consent to participate, current professional treatment for cannabis use disorder or other substance 

use problems, recent legal mandate limiting cannabis use, use of cannabis explicitly for a 

medical disorder, or pregnancy or current breastfeeding.  

Two hundred and three current cannabis-using adults (29.2% female, M= 37.7 years, SD= 

10.2) were recruited in Houston, Texas (where cannabis has not been legalized for medical or 

recreational use) through newspaper and community flyer advertisements targeting individuals 

interested in participating in research related to their current cannabis use and their past quit 

experiences. Participants were 63.0% Black or African American, 24.0% White, 2.0% Asian, 

0.5% Native American/Alaskan Native, 10.5% other, and 16.3% reported being Hispanic or 

Latino. More than half (64.4%) of participants attended at least some college, with 26.6% having 

graduated from college. In terms of employment over the previous three years, 38.8% indicated 

they had been employed less than half the time or not at all; 14.9% indicated being employed 

half of the time; 46.3% indicated being employed most or all the time. Forty six percent 

indicated making $14,999 or less per year; 22.3% reported earning between $15,000 and 

$34,999; 13.4% indicated earning more than $35,000; and 18.3% of individuals did not report 

income.  

 In the current sample, the average age of first use was 15.42 years old (SD = 3.74 years). 

Participants indicated that they have been regular daily cannabis users for an average of 20.09 

years (SD = 11.96). Participants indicated they most commonly consumed cannabis in the form 

of a joint (56.4%); others reported most common use via a bowl (10.9%), bong (6.4%), one-hitter 

(1.5%), or other (24.8%). Half of participants indicated they typically smoke cannabis alone 
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(50.5%); the other half stated a preference of smoking with two to three people (46.5%), and 3% 

reported smoking cannabis with a group of more than three people. In addition, 39.9% of 

participants were currently smoking cigarettes, and 37.2% were considered hazardous drinkers as 

measured by the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT; Saunders et al., 1993). 

2.2 Measures 

Demographics Questionnaire. Participants completed a demographics form, which was 

used to measure sociodemographic factors such as gender, education, and yearly income.   

Marijuana Smoking History Questionnaire (MSHQ; Bonn-Miller and Zvolensky, 

2009). The MSHQ is a self-report questionnaire used to measure respondents’ cannabis use 

history. In the current study, the MHSQ was used to measure age of cannabis use onset, years as 

a regular cannabis user, preferred method of consuming cannabis, and typical context of use.  

Fagerstrom Test for Cigarette Dependence (FTCD; Fagerström, 2012; Heatherton et al., 

1991). The FTCD is a 6-item self-report measure, formerly called the Fagerström Test for 

Nicotine Dependence, that different aspects of cigarette use and assess gradations in cigarette 

dependence (e.g., “How soon after you wake up do you smoke your first cigarette?”). In this 

study, number of cigarettes smoked per day was used as a covariate. 

Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT; Saunders et al., 1993). The AUDIT 

is a 10-item self-report screening measure developed to identify individuals with hazardous 

alcohol use. The AUDIT total score was utilized as a continuous index of potential alcohol 

misuse and employed as a covariate; internal consistency was good (Saunders et al., 1993; 

Cronbach’s α = 0.87).  

Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988). The PANAS is a 

20-item self-report scale measuring positive (PANAS-PA) and negative affectivity (PANAS-
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NA), measured on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5 (extremely). 

Items ask how individuals generally feel according to a list of various feelings and emotions 

(interested, nervous ashamed). In the current study, the PANAS-NA was used as a covariate and 

internal consistency was good (Cronbach’s α = 0.88). 

Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3 (ASI-3; Taylor et al., 2007). The ASI-3 is an 18-item 

measure to assess the extent to which individuals are concerned about possible negative 

consequences of anxiety-related symptoms. Responses are rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging 

from 0 (very little) to 4 (very much) and summed to create a total score. The ASI-3 has three 

subscales: Physical Concerns, Cognitive Concerns, and Social Concerns (Taylor et al., 2007) and 

has been used successfully in previous cannabis research (e.g., Pang et al., 2017; Paulus et al., 

2017). In the current study, the internal consistency of the ASI-3 subscales were acceptable to 

good (Cronbach’s α’s = 0.78 - 0.86). 

Marijuana Problems Scale (MPS; Stephens et al., 2000). The MPS is a well-established 

19-item self-report measure of negative social, occupational, physical, and personal 

consequences associated with cannabis use in the past 90 days. Items are rated on a 3-point 

Likert scale from 0 (no problem) to 2 (serious problem). As in past work (Buckner and Schmidt, 

2008), internal consistency was excellent in the current sample (Cronbach’s α = 0.90). 

Barriers of Cannabis Cessation Scale (BCCS; Zvolensky et al., 2018). The BCCS is a 

19-item measure that captures a respondent’s perceived barriers to cannabis cessation  

(Zvolensky et al., 2018). Items on the BCCS were adapted from the Barriers to Cessation Scale 

(BCS; Macnee and Talsma, 1995) to fit perceived barriers specific to cannabis cessation 

(example items: “Not knowing for how long it will be very hard not to use marijuana,” “Miss the 
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companionship of using marijuana,” “being addicted to cannabis”). The BCCS yields a total 

score and internal consistency was excellent in the current sample (Cronbach’s α = 0.91). 

Detoxification Fear Survey Schedule (DFSS; Milby et al., 1987). The DFSS is a 14-item 

clinician administered interview used to assess fears of discontinuation from a substance. The 

instrument has sound psychometric properties and measures fears of quitting cannabis, which has 

been described in past work using this scale as ‘abstinence phobia’ (Milby et al., 1987). Fear of 

quitting cannabis reflects fear about being drug free and not using cannabis, such as fears about 

experiencing withdrawal or relapsing when trying to quit (Gentile and Milby, 1992; Latowsky, 

1996; Stotts et al., 2012). Items are scored on a five-point scale, ranging from 0 (not disturbed at 

all) to 4 (very much disturbed). The DFFS questions were specific to cannabis in the current 

study and the total score was used, which had excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 

0.94). 

2.3 Procedure 

Participants who responded to the study advertisements were telephone screened to 

determine eligibility. Eligible participants were then scheduled for an in-person assessment. 

Participants were asked not to use cannabis 24 hours prior to their appointment, which was 

verbally verified at the in-person appointment. During the in-person appointment, participants 

first provided written informed consent and then completed study measures. Participants were 

compensated with a $20.00 gift card. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional 

Review Board at the University of Houston. 

2.4 Data Analysis 

 Analyses were conducted using SPSS version 24. First, bivariate correlations among the 

measures were examined (Table 1). Additionally, three-step hierarchical multiple regression 
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analyses were conducted for cannabis use problems, perceived barriers for cannabis cessation, 

and fears of quitting cannabis (Table 2). In the first step, gender, years of cannabis use, number 

of cigarettes per day, and alcohol use problems were entered. In the second step, the PANAS-NA 

was entered. In the third step, anxiety sensitivity Physical Concerns, Cognitive Concerns, and 

Social Concerns were entered simultaneously. Squared semi-partial correlations (sr
2
) were 

computed as indices of effect size. To correct for multiple comparisons, an alpha value of 0.01 

was employed to determine significance of correlations. 

3. Results 

3.1 Descriptive Statistics 

 For the bivariate correlations between variables, see Table 1. The anxiety sensitivity 

lower-order factors were significantly related to each of the studied cannabis variables, with the 

exception of the BCCS total score not being significantly correlated with the anxiety sensitivity 

Physical Concerns (r = 0.13).  

3.2 Hierarchical Regression Analyses 

 Cannabis Use Problems. In predicting MPS total score, step one of the model accounted 

for significant variance (F (4, 84) = 8.39, p < 0.001, R
2
 = 0.29). Specifically, AUDIT total (sr

2
 = 

0.04, p = 0.03) and number of cigarettes smoked per day (sr
2
 = 0.13, p < 0.001) were significant 

predictors of cannabis use problems. In step two, the model was significant (ΔF (5, 83) = 9.75, p 

= 0.001, ΔR
2
 = 0.08) and the PANAS-NA was a significant predictor (sr

2
 = 0.08, p = 0.001). For 

step three, the model was significant (ΔF (8, 80) = 7.73, p = 0.03, ΔR
2
 = 0.07). Anxiety 

sensitivity Cognitive Concerns were the only facet significantly related to the MPS total score 

(sr
2
 = 0.03, p = 0.04; see Table 2). 
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Perceived Barriers for Cannabis Cessation. In predicting BCCS total score, step one of 

the model accounted for significant variance (F (4, 84) = 4.97, p = 0.001, R
2
 = 0.19); number of 

cigarettes smoked per day (sr
2
 = 0.13, p = 0.03) and male gender (sr

2
 = 0.14, p < 0.001) were 

significant predictors. In step two, the model was not significant (ΔF (1, 83) = 3.75, p = 0.06, 

ΔR
2
 = 0.04). For step three, the model was significant (ΔF (3, 80) = 3.75, p = 0.01, ΔR

2
 = 0.10) 

and anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns was the only significant univariate predictor (sr
2
 = 

0.07, p = 0.004; see Table 2).  

Fears of Quitting Cannabis. In predicting DFSS, step one (F (4, 84) = 2.44, p = 0.05, R
2
 

= 0.10) and two (ΔF (1, 83) = 0.03, p = 0.87, ΔR
2
 < 0.001) were not significant. For step three, 

the model was significant (ΔF (3, 80) = 8.86, p < 0.001, ΔR
2
 = 0.22) and anxiety sensitivity 

Cognitive Concerns (sr
2
 = 0.12, p < 0.001) and Social Concerns (sr

2
 = 0.04, p = 0.03) were 

significant predictors (see Table 2).  

4. Discussion 

The present investigation tested whether individual differences in anxiety sensitivity 

lower-order facets were related to cannabis use problems, perceived barriers for cannabis 

cessation, and fear of quitting cannabis among a racially/ethnically diverse cannabis using 

community-based sample. As hypothesized, there was empirical evidence that the anxiety 

sensitivity Cognitive Concerns lower-order construct was significantly and robustly related to 

each of the cannabis variables and explained 3% (cannabis use problems), 7% (perceived barriers 

for cannabis cessation), and 11% (fear of quitting cannabis) of unique variance in this construct 

after accounting for the variance attributable to gender, years of cannabis use, number of 

cigarettes per day, alcohol use problems, negative affectivity, and the shared variance with the 

other anxiety sensitivity lower-order factors. Thus, the current findings for anxiety sensitivity 
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Cognitive Concerns cannot be explained by a wide range of theoretically-relevant factors, 

highlighting its potential clinical significance. These data are broadly consistent with previous 

work that has found anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns is related to alcohol use aimed at 

mood management and greater substance use problems (Harwell et al., 2011; Koven et al., 2005; 

Schmidt et al., 2007). It also is in line with cannabis-specific work that has reported Cognitive 

Concerns are related to withdrawal severity (Bonn-Miller et al., 2007) and cannabis use 

problems (Buckner et al., 2011), and interacts with craving to predict cannabis use (Buckner et 

al., 2011). Although past research has not focused on the relations between anxiety sensitivity 

and perceived barriers for cannabis cessation or fear of quitting cannabis, the current results are 

in line with the perspective that a heightened tendency to believe stressful mental sensations are 

personally detrimental may be a relevant factor for understanding the subgroups of cannabis 

users that are at greatest risk for an array of clinically significant cannabis use processes. 

Together, these data provide novel empirical evidence suggesting anxiety sensitivity Cognitive 

Concerns may be an important, yet heretofore underrecognized construct, to better understanding 

cannabis use problems, perceptions of quitting, and fears of cannabis-use abstinence and should 

be included in theoretical models focused on the maintenance of cannabis use.  

There was no relation between anxiety sensitivity Physical and Social Concerns and the 

cannabis variables except for the negative relation between Social Concerns and fear of quitting 

cannabis. Inspection of the size of the observed effect for anxiety sensitivity Social Concerns in 

terms of fear of quitting cannabis was 4%, which is potentially clinically meaningful given the 

variance accounted for in the total model (Abelson, 1985). The reasons for anxiety sensitivity 

Social Concerns being relevant only to fears of cannabis-use abstinence are unclear, but may 

suggest a linkage between social expectancies (e.g., worry about being negatively evaluated by 
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others) and cannabis-related coping behavior. For example, in the tobacco literature anxiety 

sensitivity Social Concerns were incrementally related to a lower occurrence of early smoking 

relapse (Guillot et al., 2015; Zvolensky et al., 2007), possibly out of fear of being negatively 

evaluated by others who know they are trying to quit smoking cigarettes. Similarly, perhaps 

individuals high in anxiety sensitivity Social Concerns tend to be less fearful of relapsing when 

trying to quit cannabis (i.e., tend to have lower cannabis abstinence fear). That is, they may be 

more concerned with social fears than a cannabis-specific fear.  

The lack of association between anxiety sensitivity Physical Concerns may be 

attributable to the fact that psychoactive elements of cannabis elicit a range of bodily sensations, 

and therefore, persons high in concerns about somatic events may be less likely to use cannabis. 

Although the current findings generally suggest anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns, relative 

to the two other facets, is the most relevant to cannabis use problems and processes, it is also 

possible that specific lower-order anxiety sensitivity facets may interplay with domain-specific 

stress. Future research could therefore usefully build from the current research and use 

prospective modeling of the relations between anxiety sensitivity lower-order factors and 

cannabis use processes to help explicate the interplay of each of these facets with domain-

specific life stressors (e.g., do Social Concerns amplify fears of abstinence specifically in 

response to social threat? Do Physical Concerns exacerbate perceived barriers for quitting in 

response to illness-related bodily symptoms?).  

The present investigation suggests anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns may be 

important to better understanding an array of clinically significant cannabis use processes. 

Clinically, reducing anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns may therefore be useful in reducing 

cannabis use problems, perceived barriers for quitting, and fears of not using or being ‘drug 
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free.’ For instance, the present findings suggest that there may be merit in terms of using anxiety 

sensitivity reduction tactics among treatment-seeking cannabis using samples to decrease 

Cognitive Concerns. This approach could build upon past work that has utilized behavioral and 

cognitive-behavioral tactics for improving mental health via anxiety sensitivity reduction (e.g., 

Schmidt et al., 2014; Schmidt et al., 2016), and perhaps, further refine them to include a greater 

psychoeducational and cannabis-specific emphasis on the importance of this construct in terms 

cannabis use beliefs and behavior.  

Despite the clinical implications of this work, it remains unclear exactly why anxiety 

sensitivity Cognitive Concerns is related to cannabis use problems and stress-related beliefs such 

as perceived barriers for quitting and fears of abstinence. Several non-mutually exclusive 

possibilities exist. First, individual differences in the tendency to be sensitive to cognitive-based 

stress may fuel greater negative mood (e.g., anxiety, depression), contributing to greater cannabis 

use problems and stress-related beliefs. For example, anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns may 

dynamically interact with daily stressors (e.g., mental stress at work) to potentiate effects and 

contribute to greater cannabis use problems. Second, it is possible that anxiety sensitivity 

Cognitive Concerns may be related to greater emotional dysregulation among cannabis using 

persons, which in turn, is associated with heightened levels of cannabis problems and fears of not 

using. For instance, anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns may be related to an impaired ability 

to regulate mood states in an adaptive manner, and thereby promote more severe cannabis use. 

Thus, emotion dysregulation may represent an important construct to better understand in 

anxiety sensitivity-cannabis relations. Third, anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns may be 

associated with cognitive processes that affect cannabis use. Research has found that anxiety 

sensitivity Cognitive Concerns impairs the efficiency of working memory and executive 
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functions (e.g., directing cognitive resources to achieve one’s goals ; Otto et al., 2016). Such 

cognitive deficits, in turn, may be related to greater cannabis use problems and beliefs about 

using.  

Study limitations warrant mentioning. First, the current research design was cross-

sectional in nature. Future longitudinal modeling of the studied variables is needed to determine 

directionality and causation. Second, the present sample was non-treatment seeking from an 

inner-city environment, racially/ethnically diverse, and low income. Future work should examine 

associations among other samples from distinct backgrounds to better gauge the generalizability 

of the findings. Third, almost 70% of the sample was male. There may be clinically important 

differences in cannabis use processes among males versus females (Buckner et al., 2006). Future 

research could usefully explore how sex differences relate to anxiety sensitivity relations to 

cannabis use processes among a more sex-balanced sample. Finally, although we used a multi-

method assessment approach of structured interviews and self-report data, future research may 

benefit by employing other assessment approaches to further explicate cross-system effects in the 

anxiety sensitivity-cannabis relation. 

Overall, the current study found empirical evidence that individual differences in anxiety 

sensitivity Cognitive Concerns were significantly and uniquely related to cannabis use problems, 

perceived barriers for quitting, and fear of quitting cannabis among adult community-recruited 

cannabis users. These novel findings help to better understand the potential etiologic elements of 

cannabis use processes among this high-risk group. The current findings are consistent with the 

perspective that decreasing anxiety sensitivity Cognitive Concerns may be one way to offset the 

risks associated with cannabis use problems among regular users. 
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Table 1. Bivariate Correlations and Descriptive Statistics 

  1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. Mean (SD) or % 

1. Gender (female) 1                   29.2 % 

2. AUDIT 0.07 1                 6.97 (6.72) 

3. Years of Cannabis 0.13 -0.09 1               20.09 (11.96) 

4. Cigarettes per day 0.08 .031** -0.07 1             8.02 (7.72) 

5. PANAS-NA -0.13 0.23** -.29** 0.31** 1           19.90 (7.18) 

6. ASI-3 Physical -0.10 0.28** -0.15 0.16 0.22** 1         5.17 (5.45) 

7. ASI-3 Cognitive -0.14 0.25** -.19 -0.04 0.31** 0.64** 1       4.48 (5.18) 

8. ASI-3 Social -0.15 0.20** -0.07 0.07 0.21** 0.57** 0.63** 1     5.73 (5.46) 

9. MPS Total 0.05 0.26** -0.13 0.46** 0.36** 0.20** 0.28** 0.20** 1   6.71 (6.62) 

10. BCCS Total -0.27** 0.18 -0.08 0.21 0.29** 0.14 0.26** 0.19** 0.42** 1 21.98 (12.88) 

11. DFSS Total -0.16 0.15 -0.01 0.22 0.15 0.32** 0.38** 0.23** 0.33** 0.53** 26.39 (19.72) 

**To correct for multiple comparisons, p < 0.01 was used as a conservative measure. AUDIT – Alcohol 

Use Disorders Identification Test (Saunders et al., 1993); PANAS-NA – Positive and Negative Affect 

Schedule, Negative Affect Subscale (Watson et al., 1988); ASI-3 – Anxiety Sensitivity Index 3 (Taylor et 

al., 2007); MPS – Marijuana Problems Scale (Bonn-Miller and Zvolensky, 2009); BCCS – Barriers to 

Cannabis Cessation Scale (Zvolensky et al., 2018); DFSS – Detoxification Fear Schedule Survey (Milby 

et al., 1987) 
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Table 2. Hierarchical Multiple Regression 

Bolded values indicate a statistically significant result (p< 0.05). AUDIT – Alcohol Use Disorders 

Identification Test (Saunders et al., 1993); PANAS-NA – Positive and Negative Affect Schedule, 
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Negative Affect Subscale (Watson et al., 1988); ASI-3 – Anxiety Sensitivity Index 3 (Taylor et al., 2007); 

MPS – Marijuana Problems Scale (Bonn-Miller and Zvolensky, 2009); BCCS – Barriers to Cannabis 

Cessation Scale (Zvolensky et al., 2018); DFSS – Detoxification Fear Schedule Survey (Milby et al., 

1987)

Highlights:  

 AS Cognitive Concerns were significantly associated with cannabis use variables. 

 AS Cognitive Concerns significantly relate to stress related beliefs for cannabis use.    

 Lowering AS Cognitive Concerns may help reduce fear of quitting cannabis use.  

 




